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as always, the bottom-line of pc gaming is to run the system at the lowest possible
settings and set the graphics settings to high. still, you should aim to run the game at
a higher resolution. when i tested the game at 1920x1080 in native 4k (with the anti-
aliasing off), the game ran at a rock-solid 60 fps with no hint of stuttering or tearing.
the only issue i had was that when i left the game and came back, everything looked a
little dull. it would be much more appealing if the graphics were set to something more
realistic and pastel. if you've got a gaming rig capable of displaying the game in 4k,
then you'll want to maximize the resolution and anti-aliasing settings. now, i tested the
game in native 4k with everything turned up to maximum, and it ran at a solid 60 fps,
though the game looked a little bland in color. if you want to see more of the game,
there are several other settings you can tweak to get a more authentic aesthetic. for
one, you can lower the shadows to lessen the game's reliance on the lighting engine
and turn off the bloom lighting effects. if you want to do more to dial in the look of the
game, there are settings to adjust the overall color, contrast, and brightness as well as
the colors of the environments and characters. if you want to make the game look as
realistic as possible, you can tweak the game's overall gamma and sharpness settings.
finally, there are three options that let you adjust the reflections and shadows of the
game's surface. you can adjust the reflections of the characters and their clothing, as
well as the amount of light reflected from the environment. with all these settings
turned on, the game looked very pretty.
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Shufflepuck Cafe (Freebird Games, 8th Jul, 9.99 / 12.99) - In a world where ducks are
dogs, dogs are ducks, and reality is whatever you want it to be, the world is literally out
of control. Until now, nothing could stop the out of control world's chaos! So, the world
has finally designated an ombudsman to keep order. The Ombudsman is you! You are

the last hope for civilization! Save the world by becoming the first-ever Shufflepuck
Cafe Ombudsman! Game Features: - Journey through the shuckin'est world of

adventure yet. - Intense bullet hell action with a classic 2D touch-screen interface. - A
original story featuring a cast of over-the-top characters. - New mission types,

including stages, time trials, and a hidden bonus world. - Game Center support. - Cross-
platform game: you can play on iPhone, iPad and iPod touch with a USB connection. -

Unlock game assets and replace your custom-made shucktown assets. - Original songs
by the awesome indie game music composer Ariel Eduardo. - More than 65

achievements and trophies. - Leaderboards and Game Center achievements. - Can you
save the world? If so, you're in the right place. RimWorld: A Tale of One man's

endurance of the zombie apocalypse. Explore, survive, craft, and expand your home as
you learn how to fend off the undead. In this prequel to Fallen London, you play as

Travis, the man left for dead after being hit by a falling tree. Faced with death, he will
return to the world he knew, but alone. Empowered by the strange gifts he finds, Travis

sets off on a journey of discovery. Fall of Arthur is an ambitious expansion for the
beloved survival-simulation game. It adds great depth to the experience, as well as a

brand new campaign that spans four new interactive chapters and over fifty brand-new
in-game items. Many of the original game's content will be expanded upon. You'll find
even more ways to interact with the Arthurian landscape, to chart your path through a

difficult time. 5ec8ef588b
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